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Services are currently
held in the Centennial
Chapel, hut next year,
students and faculty will
worship outside.

ankeiss@live.olivet.edu

Olivet’s Centennial Chapel is
scheduled for demolition on May
25.
The decision to tear down the
chapel was made after city of
ficials investigated the site of the
building. They found that the cha
pel was built on an Indian burial
ground. Law requires the building
to be removed.
“We would have taken our case
to court,” Chaplain Mark Hol
comb said. “The city should have
informed us of the burial site, but
after the students complained we
didn’t have a choice.”
The chapel location was investi
gated after 20 students confronted
Holcomb about strange experienc
es they had during services.
, !“One dayfl was praying at the
altar and a voice began whisper
ing in my ear,” freshman Andy
Thompson said. “It told me that
dancing should be encouraged,
and I know that couldn’t have
been G o d . 9 ^ H H ^ H H g 9 B |
When sophomore Lama Wright
and junior Peter Hill waited to
exit the building after a chapel
service, Wright began speaking in
tongues.
“I don’t remember anything,”
Wright said.
Hill used the microphone on his
laptop to record part of Wright’s
speech. After doing some re
search, he discovered Wright had
been speaking Clatskanie, a lan
guage used by the Suwal Indians
who once lived in Illinois.
K ‘Laura was singing an ancient
Suwal song about a young woman
who decides not to marry,” Hill
said. “I may be wrong, but that
theology doesn’t seem to line up
with what I’ve learned at Olivet.”
Holcomb alerted Bourbonnais
of the occurrences. City officials
investigated the problem, and dis
covered Olivet was built on the
previous home of the Suwal tribe.
The Indians buried their dead
where the chapel now stands.

The tribe was destroyed by a
small pox epidemic in 1754. Be
fore the last elder died, he swore
the souls of the dead would return
to haunt anyone who disturbed
their resting place, according to
the journal of a French missionary
living in the area.
“All they want is peace,” Hol-

back to Chalfant. Instead, we will
worship outside, where the Chapel
now stands.
“There is no reason to believe
the Suwal will haunt people who
are only standing on the grass,
and the experience will teach stu
dents to be thankful for their dorm
rooms.

ONU’s use of Blackboard shrinks
A

newportal will soon take over some o f the site’s services
>AUTUMN KEISS
ankeiss@live.olivet.edu

Bags or T-shirts?
, - Student Life, Page 5

comb said. “How can we deny
them of that, when taking the city
to court would cost more than we
spent building the chapel?']
Despite the destruction of the
chapel, students will continue to
worship in the same location.
“We will not move backwards,’]
Holcomb said. “We will not go

Starting next school year, Blackboard will
only be used as a connection between profes
sors and students for classes.
A new portal will take the site’s place for all
other services, such as the calendar of events,
links to websites and other key information.
My Olivet will serve as a “one stop shop”
for students and faculty. OASIS, e-mail,, the
Live mail calendar, and a link to Blackboard
will all be available through My Olivet, said
Barb Axmark, Information Technology (IT)
Training Manager and member of the Portal
Implementation team.

“It knows who you are. It can tell music
majors about band practice or football play
ers about games.”
Under the current system, departments and
extracurricular groups work with IT to change
and update information.
When My Olivet is used, those groups will
be able to update information on their own.
“They can update as often as they want, as
much as they want,” Axmark said.
The new portal is the second part of a threeyear plan that IT introduced last year. The
first step in the project was switching from
Novell’s webmail system to Live mail.
“Our long-term goal is a single sign on,”
Axmark said. “We want everyone to have a

single password and a single username in
stead of separate logins for Blackboard, OA
SIS, etc.”
While the new portal is a step toward hav
ing a single sign on, students will still have to
log on to Blackboard to access their classes.
That may not be the case in the future, but
Axmark said a change is “not for certain.”
The new portal is through Datatel, the main
system Olivet uses.
“Datatel is what students use to register,
view grades and pay tuition,” Axmark said.
“Datatel holds all our information.”
My Olivet became available to faculty and
staff on March 28. The address of the new
portal has not been released yet
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Re« «enter delayed six months
►CATHY SCHUTT
cschutt@live.plivet.edu

covered by farmland.
The horses will be purchased
from local farmer E. Questrian.
Questrian, 54, said his horses
have become his livelihood since
his children have grown up and
moved away. However, he does
not have time to take care of them
anymore, since he has acquired

onstruction of the new
recreation center has been
postponed.
Administrators met on Wednes
day to discuss plans for Olivet’s
future, including the proposed rec
center. The original plan was to
- 2’^
I
break ground in the McHie park]
mg lot, where the center is to be
built this spring.
But the A-Team decided to add
some new features, which will
cause a delay in construction by at
least six months, said VP for S tu ]
dent Development Woody Webb.
. “We wanted to add an element
that we think students will love something that will allow them to
love God by experiencing his cre
ation on a closer level,” he said.
Webb isn’t horsing around.
The A-Team’s plan, is to add a
horse track to the main level of the
new center.
Webb said the idea to bring
horses to campus is a practical The rec center will extend from McHie and Chalfant and
one since much of the local area is will be completed by January 2013.
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Because Questrian needs to re
locate the animals right away, he
is selling them to Olivet at a bar
gain price. But as a result of the
new purchase, construction of
the rec center will be delayed, as
horse stables will need to be con
structed first.
The stables will be built near the
apartments in University Place so
that the trainers will be able to ride .
the horses on the path around the
athletic fields until the track can
be put into the new rec center.
Sophomore Ima Ryder is ex
cited for the horses to arrive on
campus.
“I have been waiting for this day
for two years,” she said. “I can’t
believe Olivet is finally adopting
horses!”
Junior Pleasant Aroma, who
lives in UP, is less enthused.
“Now Chapman won’t be the
worst-smelling place around cam
pus,” she said with a sigh.
Because of the new addition,
the completion date for the rec
center has been pushed back from
August 2012 to January 2013.

Spiritual leader at Point Loma comes out

¿April 4

blood
drive

36 additional acres of land that he
needs to farm.
All he wants is for the animals
to go to a good home with lots of
young people around. He said O l||
ivet was the obvious choice.
|H “With all those students to take
care of them, I know they’ll be
happy,” he said.

PLNU is discussing homosexuality, as its student Director
o f Spiritual Life recently announced that he is gay
►JESSICA COHEA
jcohea@live.olivet.edu

April 7-9

Since Point Loma Nazarene Uni
versity senior Todd Clayton re
vealed that he is gay about four
months ago, the debate about ho
mosexuality is heating up on the
California campus.
Clayton is the Director of Spiri
tual Life on PLNU’s Associated
Student Body, which is equiva
lent to Olivet’s ASC. Clayton was
not removed from his position on
ASB, but was asked to “refrain
from pursuing a romantic samesex relationship and to acknowl
edge that the chapel venue would
not be the place for personal pro
cessing of this journey,’*' the stu
dent newspaper The Point Weekly
reported on March 21.
At the time, Clayton agreed. As
the semester progressed, however,
his views changed.
“He says that there f la need for
a safe space and dialogue for those
on campus to safely name and dis
cuss their sexuality without fear of
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Senior Todd Clayton is a spiritual leader on PLNU’s
campus. He now acts as an advocate for gay rights.
and PLNU senior Troy McKinney
agreed.
Faculty members in PLNU’s
Student Development “personally
care and r e je c t Todd and want
the best for his well-being.
As well, they respect the student
body, and they show that by creat
ing space for dialogue,” McKin

ney told The Point Weekly.
In the mean time, the debate is
also continuing on Olivet’s cam
pus following a GlimmerGlass
article on March 18.
■ See The Point Weekly’s full
coverage and stay up-to-date with
this issue at PLNU at http://blogs.
pointloma. edu/thepointweekly/.

Would you like to be part of the GlimmerGlass staff?
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■
The GlimmerGlass is the official newspaper of the Associated Students of Olivet Nazarene University and a member
of the Illinois College Press Association,
The opinions expressed in the Glimmer, Glass are those of each writer and are
not necessarily held by the Associated
Students Council, faculty, administration or students of Olivet Nazarene Univetsity.
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repercussion or scorn,” the news
paper read.
Since coming out, Clayton has
been a voice at PLNU for ho
mosexuality. He is working on a
charter for a gay-straight alliance
at PLNU, The Point Weekly said.
Last week, Clayton spoke to a
group of about 200 people about
his sexual orientation. Howev
er, following the discussion the
group, known as All God’s C hili
dren, was asked not to assemble
at thSr regular meeting place, San
Diego First Church of the N aza]
rene, anymore. All God’s Children
js working on a backup plan.
PLNU’s Chaplain Mark Carter
and Vice President of Spiritual
Development Mary Paul orga-:
nized an open forum concerning
the Student Development de
partment’s ‘Vision and decision*
making process with Clayton as a
student leader;”; according to The
Point Weekly. About 500 students,
faculty and staff members attend®
ed the hour-long forum.
Clayton said it was a good start,
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LETTER SUBMISSION
The GlimmerGlass encourages readers
to respond through letters to the editor,
For publication, letters must be signed
and sent to GlimmerGlass, Box 6024.
The editor reserves the right to edit
letters for content, style, and length,
Publication is not guaranteed. Further
inquiries may be addressed by calling
the GlimmerGlass office at campus O H
tension 5315.

SmB

:

Section Editors
Photo Editor
Graphics Editor
Copy Editor
Online Technical Assistant

Staff Writers
Staff Photographers
Cartoonists
Columnists
Ad Sales Manager

Please email Cathy. Schutt at cschptt@live.olivet.edu or call 630-667-4471 for more
information. Applications are available in the GlimmerGlass office in the Lower Level
of Ludwig.

Olivet adds marriage degree Beyond Olivet
>_CATHY SCHUTT

►CATHY SCHUTT

cschutt@live.olivet.edu

Local

cschutt@Uve.olivet.edu

More and more Olivet students are
getting married. But between tak
ing classes, working and spending
time with thffl: spouse, some stu
dents find it difficult to finish their
degree in four years.
Enter the marriage degree.
According to Associate Regis
trar Tony Grimm, 26 percent of
Olivet undergrads have tied the
knot. But since springtime is ring
time, he expects to see that num
ber rise dramatically in the next
several months - hence the new
degree.
“So many students are getting
married in college that the admin
istration decided to make it a de
gree. This way, students can settle
down and start their families while
still earning a degree for complet
ing the general requirements of a
higher education,” he said.
Grimm explained that all Ol
ivet students may graduate with
a marriage degree, provided that
they get married while in college
or within six months after gradu||
ation.
They also must have taken all
general education courses required
by the University.
Spencer Cook is an Assistant
Resident Director in the Stadium
Apartments. He and his wife, Ash
ley, got married last summer.
Cook said the University began
a trial run of the new program in
spring 2011.
’“I actually got two degrees. At
Commencement, I graduated with
a Bachelor of Arts degree in Span*!
ish. But really, my degree was in
marriage.’| y
Spencer secretly graduated
with an M.R. degree, which he
explained stands for “Mr. Right.*
Oil top of her Bachelor of Science
degree in youth ministry, Ashley
also received an M.R.Sil which

International
Japan loses power after
earthquake shuts down
nuclear plants
Tokyo will operate at about 80%
its power capacity this summer,
according to an article on CNN
on March 31.
Two nuclear power plants
were shut down as a result of
the March 11 earthquake. Oth
er facilities can only supply a
limited amount of electricity to
the Tokyo Electric Power Co.
because it runs its power at a
different frequency from the
rest of the country, industry 'officials said.
Some areas of eastern and
northern Japan are already ex
periencing blackouts.
Unless new power plants are
built, it is unknown when the
power shortage will end.

National

she said stands for “*My Ring
Sparkles.” ~ ’
This year, the marriage degree
program is in full swing.
Juniors Dale and Kayla Stoops
also wed in the summer of 2010.
The couple said they were aware
of the new program and wanted to
take advantage of the opportunity.
;*I am studying child develop
ment at Olivet, but I’m also work
ing on my M.R. S .J | Kayla said.

“With both of these degrees, I feel
I will be better equipped to enter
the working world.”
Junior Jim Murray aspires to
join the elite group of gradu
ates with M.R. degrees. He said
he hopes to find a nice Christian
woman at Olivet who isaot afraid
to stand up for what she believes.
“I’m looking for a girl who can
put the ‘cute’ in persecution,” he
said.

Enrollment rule may limit
number of new students
'The Apostle's Creed is not difficult to memorize
and write in English. Anyone could do that,
but it takes a special skill to do it in Latin.'
►LUVERTA REAMES
lreames@live.olivet.edu

With the increase of students
and the task of building and
constructing new housing, Ol
ivet’s administration has decided
to add a new enrollment rule to
applicants considering Olivet:
knowing the Apostle’s Creed in
Latin.
The Apostle’s Creed is a fun
damental requirement for most
Christian general education
classes. In Christian Formation
class, students are required to
know the Apostle’s Creed and
write the creed in English.
By adding this twist that stu
dents must memorize the Creed
in Latin before gaining admit
tance, helps the admission and
the registrar’s office to verify
which students should be ac
cepted.

“The Apostle’s Creed is not
difficult to memorize and write
in English. Anyone could do
that, but it takes a special skill
to do it in Latin. Students Vvho
are able to manage this require
ment know that this is the place
for them. We believe they belong
here,” said Susan Wolff, Direc
tor of Admissions.
The registrar’s office has an
incentive for those students who
can display this knowledge:
“If a student can, in our pres
ence, speak and write the Apo$|
tie’s Creed without grammatical
errors, then the student is waived
the Foreign Language require
ment,” said Tony Grimm, Direc
tor of Institutional Research and
Associate Registrar.
VP of Spiritual Life Jordan
Bergren has known the Apostle’s
Creed in Latin as long as he can
remember.

“I think it’s a fantastic idea.
Since I was three, my mom
would not let me have food un
less I recited the Apostle'S Creed
in Latin. It was drilled into my
memory at a young ageJMBj
The majority of the profes
sors in the School of Theology
strongly agree with this rule.
“I was a very enthusiastic sup
porter of this proposition and am
glad that it was approved. It has
long been my conviction that the
lack of knowledge of the creed
in Latin is a sign of the downfall
of the Western educational sys
tem. I am glad that we will have
the opportunity to test incoming
students on the creed, and look
forward to instructing them on
the finer parts of Latin gram
mar, fjgsaid Mark Frisius, Assis
tant Professor of Theology.
The new rule will take effect
on Sept. 1,2011.

A 12-year-old and several teen
agers assisted police in expos
ing liquor establishments who
were serving alcohol to minors,
according to an article in the
Chicago Tribune on March 31.
The Cook County Sher
iff’s Office conducted random
checks at liquor stores, bars and
restaurants to ensure that they
followed regulations by refrain
ing from serving alcohol to
people under the age of 21.
Police officers teamed up
with high school and junior high
students to set up the sting. Out
of the 18 businesses that were
checked, five of them sold alco
hol to the underage students.
Sheriff Tom Dart said officers
would continue to check liquor
establishments throughout the
suburbs. Fines for businesses
who sell alcohol to minors start
at $500.

Blagojevich to speak to
students about politics

Virginia Tech fined for
2007 shooting rampage
Spencer and Ashley Cook completed their marriage
degrees from Olivet after their wedding in August 2010.

Teens help police set up
underage drinking sting

The U.S. Department of Educa
tion has issued a $55,000 fine to
Virginia Tech for waiting more
than two hours before warn
ing students about a gunman
on campus in 2007, according
to an article in USA Today on
March 29,2011.
In December 2010, the de
partment found that the uni
versity had violated the federal
Clery Act, which requires in
stitutions of higher education
to deliver timely reporting of
campus crimes and emergen
cies to its students, faculty and
staff.
The University plans to ap
peal.
The fine came about as a re
sult of a student who killed 32
people on campus before kill
ing himself on April 16,2007.

Former Illinois Gov. Rod
Blagojevich is scheduled to
speak about politics to a group
of high school students on April
2, the Chicago Tribune reported
on March 30.
Blagojevich* will be a key
note speaker at the annual Ju
nior State of America (JSA)
Midwest convention in Oak
Brook. JSA is a student .orga
nisation that focuses on civics
and debate.
Although the former gover
nor is still deciding what his
speech will focus on, students
will have the opportunity to ask
him tough questions about his
own experience in politics.
Last year, Blagojevich was
convicted of one count of lying
to the FBI, but 23 other counts
have yet to be decided. He will
return to court on April 20 for a
second trial.
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Tokyo needs church support
O livet’s connection to TCU is v ita l — Dr. Stephen Franklin, theology pro fesso r
►JESSICA COHEA
jcohea@live.olivet.edu

It was to be a memorable day for
the senior class at Tokyo Christian
University. With family, friends,
professors and administration
watching, each student received
a diploma. Shortly after the new
graduates walked across the stage,
however, the chapel started to
rumble.
“You could hear the groaning
of the timbers. You could hear the
groaning of the earth,” said Dr.
Stephen Franklin, ONU theology
professor and director of graduate
studies for the theology depart
ment. Franklin, also professor and
former president at TCU, was in
Japan on March 11 for the com
mencement ceremony.
Franklin will remember that day
r
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Franklin was formerly the
president ofTCUH

not by the rattling chapel or the
moving ground beneath him, but
by the calmness of the Japanese
people during an earthquake that
made history.
“There was no running, no
shouting, no crying, no felling,
no punching, no fighting. People
evacuated in an orderly way. I was
really impressed with the con
struction and engineering [of the
chapel], but I was impressed even
more with the discipline of the
Japanese people,” he said.
Franklin said that oncHjit was
apparent that the chapel was not
going to collapse under the pres
sure, the graduation ceremony
was completed in the courtyard
outside, even through the after
shocks.
The buildings at TCU were not
damaged significant^ Franklin
said the worst cleanup was that of
the library because all of the books
had been knocked off the shelves.
The campus was not close enough
■4) the center of the tsunami to get
water damage either, he said.
There may not have been much
to 1m at their own campus, but
TCU students did not hesitate to
lend a hand anyway.
“They immediately put together
a team of Christian kids from the
University and they went and did
rescue work,” Franklin said.
The recovery work has all been
completed though.
[They] are way past the point
of rescuing people. What [they]
need now are huge bulldozers and
massive equipment to just move
this junk back out, collect it and
dispose of it,” Franklin said.

m s SUBMITTED BY DR. STEPHEN FRANKLIN

Dr. Stephen Franklin of Olivet’s theology department was in the chapel (above) of
Tokyo Christian University during the earthquake of March li.
Japan’s military has been
brought in, according to Franklin,
that job.
So what are concerned people
who are willing to help supposed
to do?
“Japan doesn’t need a lot of
m on« or even technical exper
tise, but what it does need is a
sense that the American church,
and for that matter, the British, the
Brazilian and the African church
has not forgotten about Japan,’?
Franklin said.

He mentioned that Americans
should not see missions as a
means to be the superior. Ameri
cans, according to Franklin, need
to realize that in missions, it is OK
to be a partner and to work with
and alongside a country to help
the people.
^ F o r example, Olivet is now a
sister school, or partner school,
ftdth TCU and that’s very mean
ingful,” Franklin said. “There is
a tendency for Japan, because it’s
seen as rich and comfortable, to be

ignored. Western Christians can
go to poverty-stricken places and
be that great, civilized figure bear
ing gifts. In Japan, you’ve got a
people that are probably better ed
ucated than we are. The best thing
that can be done is for Olivet to
keep its connection with TCU.”
Franklin said Drs. Gregg Chenoweth and Leon Blanchette will
be keeping that partnership alive.
The two will travel to TCU in midApril to talk about youth evange
lism in East Asia.

Science department begins cloning rats
1»

Biology professor Dr. Gregory
Long facilitated Ginn in affirming his
eburndam@live.olivet.edu
proposal to Olivet’s board members.
Students will have the opportunity to
“It vffil be great for students J| hav
learn sophisticated science techniques ing genetically identical rats will give
with the introdullion of animal clon consistent resulto from experiments,’!
ing on campus.
Long said.
Beginning April 1, 2013, the Reed
He added that genetic tests and cell
Hall of Science laboratories will be culture manipulation are vital to revo
home to 500 lab rats that will be used lutionizing Olivet’s science studies,
in experimental cloning processes.
“There may be ethical dilemmas
Cloning courses were considered to with cloning, but Dr. Ginn and I be
be years away from being added to lieve it is important. Biology courses
Olivetif study program - 2020 was evolve every year at Olivet,” he said.
initially seen as a realistic year for the
Senior Lauren Wegley will gradu
courses to start.
ate before being able to participate in
Biology professor Dr. Dwight Ginn the cloning classes and spoke of her
was integral to Olivet being able to disappointment at missing the oppor
clone. Ginn said he proposed the con tunity.
cept to Olivet’s board members and
She is happy, however, for the stu-ji
administrative staff twice in 2009£| dents of 2013’who will be involved
only to be rejected. Ginn is elated Ol with this addition.
ivet is finally able to introduce clon ;i^ ‘I’m excited that the biology de
ing into the biology department.
partment will be using these proce
* |T m delighted that this kind of dures,” Wegley said. “If students are
technology will be at Olivet - stu able to clone —one day they could
dents will learn different aspects of duplicate themselves and have their
developmental biology,” he said.
doubfes running around doing assign
According to Ginn, students will ments for them .Ill
learn basic embryological techniques
Because' of their complexity, prac
as well as how to look after cells at a tical courses pertaining to cloning
molecular level.
will be introduced at the 400 level
“Students will understand the im for senior students only. Lower level
portance of cell culture from within courses will be more theory based, ac
a Petri dish,” Ginn explained. “They cording to Ginn.
will also learn how to put fertilized
A faculty adjunct will be hired as
cells into female rats and be ablf|to veterinary consultant to take care of Drs. Dwight Ginn (left) and Gregory Long will oversee Olivet’s cloning classes,
deal with animals giving birth.”
the laboratory rats.
which will begin in spring of 2013.
EUGENE BURNDAM

tefEUGENE BURNDAM
eburndam@live.olivet.edu

ue to an increasing trend
of female Enrollment at
Olivet and the universities
inability to purchase more proper
ty units in time* there will be one
co-ed dormitory next semester.
Donna McAllister, Assistant
Dean for Residential Life, ex
plained why co-ed living was nec
essary.
“There have always been more
women than men attending Ol
ivet, but now percentage figures
are rising dramatically,” she said.
“The number of female students
has gone from 64 percent to 78
percent in the last year these
numbers will increase again next
term.” |
According to Woody Webb,
Vice President for Student Devel
opment, Hills Hall is the building
best suited for housing both male
and female students.
^After a series of conferences
with other faculty members within
Student Development we decided
this was the best course of action,’!
he said. “At the moment we just
don’t have another feasible op
tion - there will be more female
students than Olivet’s accommo

D

Hills Hall will house both men and women next fall.
dations can handle in the fall of; first-serve basis if students want to
room there.
201LS
“The honors housing applica
Student Development came to
a consensus earlier this year and tions coincide with the improvised
received approval on March 25 housing at Hills for next semester
from the Board of Trustees to in - undergraduates can sign up right
awaylf ia the Student Life tab on
troduce co-ed dormitories.
Webb explained that non-fresh Blackboard,” he said.
The logical solution is to have
man will be able to choose to live
in Hills. It will be on a first-come, the first and second floors allocat

ed to women and third and fourth
floors designated for men, accord
ing to Webb.
“Male and female resident as
sistants will be aligned to a floor
with students of the same gender,”
he explained.
McAllister believes students
are mature enough to share co-ed
housing, believing they are ready
for the change.
“Olivet has noticed the com
pliance with open apartments, so
co-ed living arrangements should
work well and be conducive to Ol
ivet’s ethos,” she said. “If issues
arise, I’m confident the staff can
handle them tactfully.”
Drew Benson, Resident Direc
tor for Chapman Hall, is excited
for the addition of co-ed dorms.
.“I’m all for it, I think the caliber
of students that attend Olivet can
handle a co-ed change,She said.
“There will be an adjustment pe
riod to the proceedingspvhichjs
definitely understandable, but res
idential assistants at Hills won’t
allow theit standard of work to
decrease®!;
Webb said that the co-ed dorms
are not necessarily a long-term
adjustment but are ideal to accom
modate the student population this
coming fall.

Paper or T-shirt?
►EUGENE BURNDAM
eburndam@live.olivet.edu

in when he goes to the gym.
Another use is to give it as a gift
so other people can help the en\H
ronment as well. Plus, it is pretty
cheap and personal.
“I’m going to give one to my
mom and one to my sister so she
can take it to volleyball practice,”
said junior Sarah Durazo.
With around 50 people in atten

dance, Schoenwetter said it was a
great success with positive feed
back.
“It’s taking somethingH'ou’re
never going to use and reusing it
for something.”
Who doesn’t love thatjjH
To make your own T-shirt bag,
visit marthastewart.com for stepby-step directions.

Reusing and repurposing is one of
the simplest ways to help the envi
ronment ... not to mention it also
saves money.
Going Green hosted a “Make
a T-shirt Bag” party on March 25
where students could turn a T-shirt
into a functional bag to cut down
on plastic bag waste.
“It’s taking really basic T-shirts
and turning them into a bag to
use at the store or the gym. It’s a
good way to make a bag that Hill
take the place of plastic bags that
fill landfills,” said junior Danielle
Vander Schaaf, who came up with
the idea along with her Environ
mental Science |Tor Elementary
Education classmates.
The design is simple and only
takes around five minutes:
Turn the T-shirt inside out.
Pin the bottom together.
Cut off the neck and sleeves.
Sew along the bottom of the
shirt.
Turn the shirt right side out and
the new bag is ready for use.
“It’s cool and unique. Probabp
no one brought the same shirt, so
that makes it even more unique,’S
Vander Schaaf said.
01j p p f campus offers ways to
use the reusable bags. Instead of
using Nesbitt’s plastic bags each
time, Jenny Schoenwetter, co
president of Going Green, says the
T-shirt bag can be used.
Andrew Butler plans on using Sophomore Mary Bruska uses her T-shirt bag to carry
his bag to put his basketball shoes her books, as well as to get food from Nesbitt.

Melanie Toppmeyer, Andrea Gregory, Clarissa Cox,
Caitlyn King and Emily Caldwell chill at ladies’ night.

Sorry boys, girls only
►RACHEL KEARNEY
rkearney@live.olivet.edu

Sophomore Hannah June knows
that girls just want to have fun.
The sophomore class council
representative put on the second
annual Sophomore Ladies’ Night
last Friday. Around thirty sopho
more women attended the event at
file Warming House.
Certified Zumba instructor Amy
Dillman led an hour-long Zumba
session, and tables were set up
with materials for games, color
ing, and nail painting. There was
also an ice cream bar for the wom
en to make ice cream sundaes.
Last years’ event also included
Zumba as well as tie-dying shirts.
June said there were around 150
women that attended the event.
Despite the lower turnout, June
said she was pleased with how
many women came.
“It was more than I expected,”
June said. “With the lack of adver

tising this year and people already
having plans, I wasnHsure how
many girls would come.”
While Women® Residential
Life does several events to reach
out to the women on campus, June
said that she decided last year that
she wanted to put on a girls’ night
for just her class. Because of the
success last year, she decided to
do another one this year.
“Ever since high school gve
been really into women’s min
istry,” June said. “Not that this
would be a ministry, but it just
sounded fun.”
Dillman said that she was will
ing to help June both years with
the event through leading Zumba.
“I knew it brings joy to [girls],”
Dillman said. ® helps to create a
bond. We just dance and laugh and
have fun.”
The women who attended the
event were grateful to both Dill
man and June, and many made
sure to thank both of them before
leaving.

►ANDREW KRIZ
awkriz@live.olivet.edu

n a move to encourage health
ier lifestyle choices and to
promote better sleeping hab
its, universities across the country
have adopted policies banning all
caffeinated beverages on campus.
Olivet has remained silent while
the reforms tool! place but will
soon announce a decision on the
campus’ energy dependence.
The decision to regulate caf
feine within Olivet’s campus will
come within the following days, a
University spokesman said.
Olivet recently released an email addressing the issue.
*ff‘We are addicted to caffeine.
We must reduce our dependenceon it and find alternative energy
methods to curb our addiction.”
The craze to ban caffeine is
sweeping the academic nation
after an independent report was
published on Twitter.
The study determined that caf
feine “has a benefit for college age
students ... but the consequences
are too great to ignore.”
•It also said students who drink
caffeine are “more prone to crash
ing throughout the day... are more
likely to lose concentration during
class... and are generally unpleas
ant once the effects of the drug
subside.”
Aaron Thompson, Exercise and
Sports Science professor believes
this change will help students in
the long run.

I

He has already started adjusting
for the looming ban by removing
his morning coffee.
“When the initial side effects
and cravings wear off, students
will find that they no longer need
to depend on [caffeine] to make it
through the day.”
However, students at Olivet
seem to disagree with the new
policy.
“I haven’t heard of the changes.
I didn’t think it was that big of a
deal,” said freshman Ted Pharris.
A male student walked around
campus with a Pepsi™ can in an
apparent protest.
When asked about the changes,
he laughed and walked away sip
ping from the can.
Other students are preparing for
the worst case scenario and have
begun stockpiling caffeine related
products off campus.
“I want to be prepared, so I hid
the cans at my friend’s house off
campus. Hopefully I won’t need
them,” a junior who wished to re
main anonymous said.
Students and teachers are plan
ning to protest toigether if the
policy is implemented. They be
lieve that caffeine is a necessity
in today’s demanding university
settings.
Journalism professor Thalyta
Swanepoel is prepared to cancel
all of her classes if the ban takes
effect.
“I could not make it through the
afternoon without it. That would
not be fair to my students.®^

Kaw V ovon
24 -Hour P kayek
7 a .m . A pril 1 - 7 a .m . A pril 2
Prayer walk at 4 p.m .
(weather permitting )
Worship Service 11 p.m .
Led by ‘A ll Things New’
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“The Do It Better Shop”

COMPLETE AUTO * TRUCK* RV REPA
A L L M A K ES AND M O D E LS

560 S. W ashington Ave., Kankakee
COMPLETE COMPUTER SERVICE
Tune Ups * Air Conditioning* Brakes *
No Starts * Service engine soon lights*
Computer Diagnostics * Oil Changes*
Alternators & Starters * Overheating*
Alignments * Tires & Tire Repair *
Fluid leaks

10% Parts
Discount
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Jazzman’s, Common Grounds and Higher Grounds will soon have to find something
else to sell. The caffeine ban begins next week.

Let the battle begin
►MEAGAN RAMSAY
mramsayl@ live.olivet.edu

The legalization of marijuana: is
it economical? Is it ethical$|The
spring debate will answer those
questions and many more at the
Apr. 5 event.
Due to scheduling conflicts
among the participants, the o|j^inal March 21 date was postponed.
But excitement should not waiver
as the heated dialogue surround-i:
ing the controversial topic is sure
to make up for lost time.
For the first time, the student
body had the opportunity to vote
for the topic. Around 1,000 stu
dents participated in the voting,
with the majority choosing to hear
about the legalization of marijua-|
na.
“It is an issue that has and will
Continue to be controversial and
polarizing, both within the prover
bial bubble and out,” said senior
Brett Carmouche^ president of
Capitol Hill Gang.
He also said it is a topic that hits
closer to home than most because
of a paradigm shift within our
generation. With Admissions Counselor
Matt Bowman acting as modera
tor, professors David Clabom and
Howard Van Dyke will return on
the debate panel.

Professors David Clabom and Howard Van Dyke will
be debating on April 5. They also battled last fall.
“I think students are interested
in hearing what their professors
have to say and what legal issues
are surrounding it,’*:;Carmouche
said.
The fall debate left students sit
ting in the aisles and standing in
doorways. Capitol Hill Gang felt
the pressure to present another en
thralling debate this semester, one
that “keeps the audience from fall

ing asleep,” as Carmouche put it.
The only difference in this de
bate is that students will get more
time to ask questions.
Carmouche said debates are im
portant on college campuses.
“It’s part of what Capitol Hill
Gang is about, getting people to
realize they have power, but to
use that power, they have to know
about the issues.”

THE Z O N E :
Get in while you still can
►JESSICA COHEA
¡cohea@live.olivet.edu

ue to a dramatic drop in
grades this semester, The
Zone in Lower Level Lud
wig will be closing April 15. The
pool and ping-pong tables will still
be available for entertainment, but
only on the weekends.
In addition, the library hours
will be extended two hours during
the week. Benner will now open at
6:30 a.m. Monday through Thurs
day and will close at 1 a.m. Hours
will not change Friday through
Sunday.
The Game Room was built for
the “gamers” on campus.
“Athletes have had a plethora
of facilities to serve their needs
for years. Now gamers have their
own little place to call their own,”
reads The Zone’s homepage at
gameroom.olivet.edu.
Not anymore, though. Gam
ers will have to either find a new
place to play games, or they will
have to start studying. Associate
Registrar Tony Grimm hopes for
the latter.
“Grades have been sound for
the past few years,” he said. “But
for some reason, this year’s are
just abysmal.” Grimm said he and Woody
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Hie freshman class was able to enjoy a relaxing
movie together last Friday,
Students play video games in ‘The Zone’ every day.
Starting April 15, this entertainment hot-spot will no
longer be available.
Webb, VP for Student Develop foremost,” Webb said. “If grade
ment, believe that closing The percentages do not rise overall by
Zone and extending the library Christmas, unfortunately, we may
hours will motivate students to have to cancel open dorms.”
Nothing will replace The Zone
work harder for their classes. If an
improvement is not seen quickly, for now, because it may reopen
however, more drastic measures next spring. If it comes to replac
ing it someday though, ASC mem
will be taken.
“We are here to learn, first and bers can look forward to more of-

Junior Janel Filbeck relaxes in the library with a book. National Library Week ends
today with an ice cream party in the Fish Bowl at 4 p.m.
the past and we added more prizes
to the activities.^»
awkriz@live.olivet.edu
The cherry on top of the celebra
ather than the previous tion, she said, is to end the week
wall of thank you’s to hon with an ice cream party, which
or the Benner Library staff will be held April I at 2 p.m. to
during National Library Week, 4.p.m. in Benner inside the “Fish
Jasmine Cieszynski, Instructional Bowl.” I
Service Librarian and Associate . Another one of Cieszynski’s
Professor, organized a fresh cel ideas, “Read” posters, portrayed
ebration for students, faculty and students reading from a book and
telling their story. Students telling
staff to enjoy.
National Library Week was their stories was this year’s chosen
started in 1958 by the American theme.
By the end of National Library
Library Association (ALA) to rec
ognize libraries and to encourage Week, Cieszynski hopes to have
100 individual “Read” posters
more reading.
Benner Library prepared what created and to have students vote
was “the biggest [National Li on their favorites.
Students were also allowed
brary Week] event yet in school
history,” according to Cieszynski. to “Stuff the Ballot Box” for a
“This year wé decided to double chance to win prizes from the
the activities for studénts than in glass display case which included
►ANDREW KRIZ

R

multiple board games, candy, and
a leather bound “Chronicles of
Narnia” novel.
Sophomore Sarah Langeland,
Cieszynski’s assistant, has-helped
plan the event from the start.
Langeland was in charge of
advertising around the campus
and community as well as secur
ing sponsors such as Domino’s,
who agreed to donate towards the
event.
“Last year I didn’t hear much
about National Library Week, but
this year was different ... there
was a buzz around cam pus.fll
Langeland believes this year
will set the tone for the future and
will encourage more people for
next year.
“These events are great for the
library. People come in and get to
see what the library really is.”

Freshmen get
cozy with ‘Bob’
►AUTUMN KEISS
ankeiss@live.olivet.edu

A couple kissed in the seats.
Another couple entered Wisner
auditorium holding blankets.
Groups of girls giggled and gos
siped. They all waited for 8:30
p.m. when Freshman Friday
Film night would begin.
The DVD menu for “What
About Bob?” appeared on the
screen, as freshman continued
to file into the auditorium. They
were ready to see the movie.
“I heard it was fimny,” fresh
man Brandy Buckholt said.
Freshman Ben Prude thought
the movie would be a good way
to start the weekend.
“It was this or homework,”
he said. “I feel like the weekends
are to have fun, at least Fridays
are.” ■ :
.
Students received free admis
sion to the event, and class rep
resentatives set up tables full of
free snacks in the comer.
The milk duds, twizzlers,
dots, Reese’s pieces, and skittles •
were leftovers from the Inception
movie night in January, freshman
class President Ryan Page said.
The tables also held popcorn
and bottled water.
The freshman class council
organized the event, according
to freshman representative Mad
ison Leeseberg.
The council “spitballed”

movie ideas, according to Page.
They decided on an older movie
so the council could pay less to
show the movie and save “for a
big main event later on. Surprise,
surprise,” Page said.
As class council members
prepared concessions, about 100
students came in to see the mov
ie. Some grew impatient when
the movie began five minutes
late.
“These are the previews,”
said freshman Lauren Ander
son, as she gestured toward the
movie’s menu screen and turned
to an upset friend. “It’s like the
twenty minutes of previews in
the theaters.”
A minute after she spoke,
What About Bob? began. For the
first ten minutes the room was
full of talk, and the crinkling of
popcorn bags sounded like rain
splattering the roof.
Then the crowded stopped
whispering and began laughing.
The freshman sang, snapped,
and even clapped during parts of
the movie.
“1 love the movie,” freshman
Logan Long said afterward. “It
was a classic and a good choice.
You can’t go wrong with Bill
Murray.”
Even those who did not love
the movie enjoyed the experi
ence.
“ The candy and popcorn was
good,” freshman Sam Wuske
said. “The movie was, interest
ing. I’m glad I came.”
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Students were able to meet potential employers at the Job Fair on
March 22 and 23.

Brooke Peterson graduated from Olivet re
Christmas of 2010. She completed her studt ag
that fall to complete her English Education
helped coach the women’s basketball tear
that she spent the previous four years play
began job searching during the spring sen§le
continuing to work with the team and sub
for her, cooperating teacher who was
leave.
It was a cumbersome process that tester’s
patience. Applications took two hours to co
terson knew she had to somehow make her
stand out among hundreds.
“That summer I filled out at least 25 ap ¡,”
Peterson recalls. “I heard back from one v®id
it was a rejection letter.”
By the end of the summer, she heard abb in
at a private junior high. She was interviews ot
get the job because she had no previous ex
“The process was very discouraging. Yo le
point where you just write down informati id
it to any school praying you at least get an
So Peterson stayed in Bourbonnais,
work as an assistant coach at Olivet an
teaching, all the while continuing to sears
She hoped that her patience would eventua
Peterson is one of many college graduate \e
country who is venturing into the job marki rrent economy. But because there are fewe rtunities than in the past, one option graduati lg
advantage of is staying at their alma mate! to
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work or pursue graduate studies.
Students are relying on colleges to “shelter them,”
USA Today reported in May 2010.
College students are realizing they are not going to
get their dream careers after graduation. The percent
age of students planning to attend graduate school
following graduation went up from 20 to 27 percent
from the Class of 2009 to the Class of 2010, accord
ing to a NACE study. And while they reported that
the percentage of students who had received at least
one job offer fell to 28 percent in 2010 from 40 per
cent in 2009 and 66 percent in 2007, more students
were accepting job offers. Additionally, 59 percent
of those who had received job offers had accepted
one, compared to just 49 percent in 2009.
“I think we just have to look for entry level jobs
and not worry about expectations, like a nice salary,”
says Olivet senior Nick Klomstad, a marketing ma
jor. “It’s about getting experience for the first few
years anyway.”
For many students this means staying in an en
vironment where they already have established re
lationships. Many members of Olivet’s admissions
staff are recent graduates. Other positions Olivet of
ten fills with graduates are resident directors, such as
2010 graduates Spencer Cook and Callie Ivey, who
are resident directors for Stadium and University
Place apartments respectively. Others may become
assistant coaches, like Peterson.
But not all graduates who stay on campus are here
because they were offered a job. Some students in
Olivet’s graduate and continuing studies program
were not planning to continue their education right
away but acted on a fallback plan in case they could
not get a decent job. One such student is Kyan Glenn,
a 2010 Olivet grad and pastoral studies major.
Glenn had a pastoring job lined up, but this fell
through only a few weeks before graduation.

“I went from being fairly confident of where I would
land after Olivet and how that would look, to suddenly
being directionless and jobless,” Glenn recalls.
He decided to spend the summer as a counselor at
Golden Bell Camp in Colorado. While there, he rou
tinely checked different web databases for youth pastor-.:
ing job openings and networked with people who would
come through the camp. But by the end of the summer,
he still had nothing lined up.
However, if Glenn began his master’s degree that fall
at Olivet he would receive half off of his tuition.
“I realized my best option was to come back to Olivet.
I was able to take advantage of the incredible funding
for further education, earning a great deal more in my
field of study, continuing my job search while providing
more time to look for positions, and delaying financial
repayment of my previous loans.”
^ Glenn commutes to Olivet while working for Good
will Industries of Northern Illinois as a donation atten
dant.
“It is a minimum wage, part time job,” Glenn says,
“but it pays the bills so that I can come to school at Ol
ivet for my master’s work.”
Glenn is content in the settling for the job he has now,
but he knows that he is not the only college graduate
struggling to find a decent job.
. “I had a lot of difficulty finding a job due to the down
turn in the economy,” he says. “That meant that when
the economy took a nosedive, the youth pastor market
was flooded with a ton of experienced, qualified candi
dates. Also, there was a shortage of available positions
due to money concerns... It is very hard to compete for
a healthy, vibrant, good job against someone who has 10
years experience on top of the bachelor’s degree, while
all I have is the bachelor’s degree and my youth in my
favor.”
Olivet seniors say they have mixed feelings about at
tempting to compete against older, more experienced

candidates for jobs. Many are already planning to con-,
tinue their studies or have already accepted that they
will get an entry-level position.
. Senior Billy Ratthahao says that he knows of several
Olivet graduates who are still looking for jobs or are at
Olivet working on campus. He knows that if he were
to begin to look for jobs within his business major the
going would be difficult.
“Business isn’t looking all too great,” he says.:
“When the economy took a downturn, companies real
ized they didn’t need to pay someone $80,000 to be a
salesman.”
Fellow senior Simone Cobum, a sociology major,
expresses similar concerns. She says-she received help
from one of her professors, Dr. Kent Olney, and Mary
Anderson from Career Services on campus, but is still
unsure and may end up continuing her studies at a grad
uate school once she finishes her classes and internship
at the end of the Summer.
. “I don’t see people finding jobs so easily,” Cobum
says. “I’m just trying not to stress about it and focus on
my education right now.”
Peterson tried not to stress this year. As she contin
ued to work and job search, she kept her eye open for
opportunities to network and get her foot in the door.;
And she continued to. wait.
Then an opportunity came from the school she stu
dent taught at and often substitute taught at - BradleyBourbonnais Community High School. She was one
of five candidates interviewed for an English teaching
position.
“I was definitely nervous,”" Peterson says. “But I
knew if I got it or not it would be God’s will.”
Peterson waited a couple days before getting the call
offering her the position.
“I was pretty shocked,” she says; “But I happily ac
cepted.”
Her patience had finally paid off. '
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Rec Center
For the past year or so, Olivet
students have been eagerly
awaiting the arrival of a new
recreation facility. This addi
tion to the University has been
the talk of the student body, and
the excitement only grows.
Olivet’s new rec center will
be complete with swimming
pools, a rock climbing wall and
much more. O f course students
are psyched.
The A-Team just announced
to the students via a GlimmerGlass article, however, that
construction has been post
poned. Horse stables are now
being worked into the blue
prints. (See page 2.)
Like students are bound to
be, the GlimmerGlass staff is
confused. Will having horses
really benefit the students?
Sure, horses will be fun to
ride and pet. But who has to
clean up after them? Maybe
this is the administration’s way
of creating jobs for students in
this tough economy. If that is
the reasoning, then the A-Team
is being really thoughtful, es-.
pecially since most graduates
are having a hard time finding
jobs, (See pages 8 & 9.)
Another issue with these ;
beasts is their odor. Horses
are not the cleanest animals
on God’s green earth. Univer
sity Place residents may not
appreciate this since they live
in close proximity to the pro
posed location. That would not
be the most friendly, welcom
ing aroma to wake up to.
On the other hand, if the ad
ministration goes through with
this purchase, how fun would
it be to get a ride back to your
apartment on horseback?
Public Safety could hire;
mounted officers, too.
If horses are really making
their way to campu^, then Ol
ivet could potentially be the
“greenest” university. No one
would need cars anymore. The
entire Olivet community could
travel on horseback.
So, looking back, the stench
and cleanup are the only prob
lems with horses; bring on the
, pony rides.

►AUTUMN KEISS
ankeiss@live.olivet.edu

Japan has the world’s third largest
economy. It has the world’s best
building standards for withstand
ing earthquakes, according to ex
perts in the United States.
Japan even has an early warning
system that alerted citizens of the
fifth largest earthquake since 1900,
giving them precious seconds to
react. Yet none of that matters.
More than 6,000 people have
been confirmed dead and an esti
mated 10,000 people are missing
after the earthquake that shook Ja
pan on March 11.
In one town, officials said they,
were running out of body bags. El-I
derly have been found abandoned.
Children have been found hud-H
dling around kerosene lamps.
Yet people in the United States

Yet a country and its people are
not always the same. When Hur
ricane Katrina struck Louisiana,
the United States stood tall while
those in New Orleans pillaged for
food.
Regardless of the state of the
earthquakes. Yet that does not pre
vent earthquakes from devastating country, the people affected by
the earthquake cannot be ignored.
the country.
Cars and homes were swept Maybe Japan can take care of her
away by the tsunami created by self, but many of her people are
the earthquake. Part of a town of lost and lonely.
And only one percent of those
70,000 people burned without any
people know the Lord.
hope of the flames being put out.
Japan may not need our money,
People found themselves with
out food, without power, without but her people need our prayers.
They need our love. They deserve
medicine, without hope.
Yet Americans shrug their more than a few token words said
in chapel.
shoulders and say Japan is rich.
Instead of worrying about how
“Sure,” we think. “The earth
quake may cost Japan between the nuclear crises may affect usj
$125 - 200 billion. But she is one Americans should worry about
of the most advanced economies how a devastating earthquake has
in the,world. She can take care of affected the lives of our brothers
and sisters.
herself.”

‘Japan m ay not need our money,
but her people need our prayers.
They need our love /
are shrugging their shoulders.
They say it does not matter be
cause Japan is rich.
Where is the love, the passion,
the need to help that enveloped
America after an earthquake dev
astated Haiti in 2010? Yes, Haiti is.
a Third World country. Yes, they
were noBprepared. But is any
country truly ready for an earth
quake that measures an 8.9 on the
Richter Scale?
Is any country ready for a 23
foot tsunami and 50 aftershocks,
some of which measure mpre than
a 6.0 on the Richter Scale? How
can you be ready for explosions at
a nuclear power plant?
Japan does know how to handle

Moving out creates too much waste
►BRENT BROOKS
Contributing Writer

Every May I walk out of my apartmentto see dumpsters that are big
ger than a newborn whale. Sure,
that is an exaggeration, but you
know exactly what I am talking
aboufgWaste Management drops
off these large, green containers
and the students o f Olivet feel this
unspoken obligation to fill these
things to the top. This breaks my
heart. Last year I found at least
three couches, two bikes and sev
eral bookshelves.
The end of the year is fast ap
proaching and these dumpsters
are coming. Just because they are
here, doesn’t mean we have to use
them though.
Instead of simply donating these
items to decay in landfills, why
can’t we give them to a second
life? Something needs to be done
about all of this waste. I think we
can do it this year and I think we
can do it rather easily.
Here is what I suggest:
Instead of renting these large

dumpsters; Olivet should rent U- point of a garage sale.
In order to actually make mon
Haul trucks.
Throwing out a couch is easy ey off these items, we could even
because dumpsters make it that advertise this giant garage sale to
way. They sit about five feet from the community. Or, since we are
our door and are spilling over with all college students, we could bar
junk that your roommate already ter. This could also be accompa
decided to relocate. This is far nied by an Olivet hosted website
simpler than finding a friend with resembling “Craigslist,” -No mat
a truck, asking him or her to help ter how we approach this particu
you lift the couch and then drive lar solution, everyone wins. After
all & said and done, the remaining
to a donation center.
Well, why can’t a U-Haul truck items could then be donated.
If these ideas are still too much
just replace that dumpster? It
would actually be easier to throw work for you, then just leave the
a couch into a truck that was made stuff in your room. Seriously.
to carry furniture. After the trucks What if we put together a team
are full, student volunteers could of volunteers to clean out dorm
take the furniture to one of the rooms and apartments? When
several donation centers we have the RAs are clearing rooms, they
could simply approve and disap
in this area.
Still too much work? What prove items for donation.
If you really don’t want to move
about a student garage sale then?
We could host these in dorm that couch that has kept you com
lobbies, apartment parking lots, pany for four years, then just leave
the Olde Oak Tree House or even it. If your RA says it’? still in good
College Church. Come drop off condition, it can be donated later.
If that won’t work, then we
clothes, furniture, movies, music,
etcftn the process, students can could implement a similar system
make money. That is, after all, the and take our items to the nearest

common room (dorm lobbies, The
Tree House, etc.).
Perhaps the simplest of all solu
tions is self-discipline. You, per
sonally, know how wasteful you
are better than anybody else. If
you are the person who throws
away useful things that the under
privileged could use, then change.
This could be the year you make
a difference instead of contribut
ing to the issue of global waste. I
will do my part and try to imple
ment some of these solutions.
I have already found various
places to store my large items. I
still don’t know if I want to take
my TV with me for the summer or
leave it with my little brother. Ei
ther way, I am putting all of the
things in my apartment to good
use. I have already begun to do
nate numerous bags of clothes to
various thrift stores, and I encour
age you to do the same.
Now you do your part and start
giving back.
• Brent Brooks is a junior at ONU
and can be reached at btbrooksK
live.olivet.edu.

There are stories throughout the GlimmerGlass that
are not true! We made them up!

How many are
What are their headlines?
-

Email your answers to glimmerglass@blivet.edu.
The first person to guess them all correctly wins a $25 Visa gift
card! 2nd and 3rd place will receive a candy gift bag.

Contest ends on Wednesday, April 13!

All are sexually b ro k en

Students respond:

Everyone needs grace
Following the publication o f ‘Gay: What would Jesus do?’ in
the M arch 18 issue o f the GlimmerGlass, many people voiced
their opinions. Viewpoints were seen on Facebook and the
GlimmerGlass’s blog. They were heard all over campus. Now,
\hey can be read in print, too.

O pen letter to students that spoke out
►SOPHIA ERZUMIAH
Contributing Writer

Recently, I was sitting in my room
doing homework when I received
a phone call from a girl back home
that would, by definition, be called
one of my best friends.
As the conversation began, she
bluntly informed me that she had
recently obtained a girlfriend and
that she was “coming clean” about
it. Then, ironically* she ended the
declaration by saying, “Please
don’t judge me.’O
I responded to her by stating the
following, “You are one of my best
friends. Nothing Will change that.
But, I do not agree with your deci
sion nor will I encourage it.” She
was not shocked by my response,
nor was she angry.
The conversation went on as ca
sually as two people having coffee
and we ended by saying, “See you
over Easter -Mlove you.”
I do love her. But I will not tol
erate her sin. Make it sound as
harsh as you want in your mind,
but facts are facts. And the fact is,
sin should not be tolerated.
In the article (“Gay: What would
Jesus do?” March 18, 2011), the
first paragraph stated that a stu
dent transferred schools hoping
to find that Olivet would be more
^accepting” of his homosexual
ity. I find that an interesting sen
tence because the student did nof
say that they hoped Olivet would
be more accepting of “him” (as
a person), which is actually what
has happened.
I have a class with said studenl
and never once have I seen the
teacher call him out, or students

refuse to sit beside him or people
staring harshly at him. I’m afraid
to say that if this is the kind of lens
he sees the student body through,
then I believe there is personal
guilt there, and he is seeing us in a
light that we cannot avoid.
A disciple asks Jesus what is the
greatest commandment of all. Je
sus says, “The greatest command
ment is to love God and love your
neighbor as yourself!’!;^
It does not say “accept” or “tol
erate.” To love and to accept are
two very different views.
I apologize that you were frus
trated when you happened to run
into several students that were not
comfortable in the situations they
were put in, but you need to un£»
derstand two things from that:
They have every right to be
outspoken about their discomfort,
just as you have spoken out about
your discomfort.
You cannot take the opinion of a
few and lump us all into the same
category, just as you would nev
er want us to take something we
think we know about homosexual
and lump you into that category.
We do have an idea of what you
are going through. We are all con
sistently struggling with our sins
on a daily basis. But sins are sins,
and my friends who love me do
not accept mine.
If you were coming here for
“acceptance” of your sin, I will be
blunt with you and say that that
will not happen, and I applaud Ol
ivet for its decision. They should
not be accepting of any sin, and
homosexuality falls into that cat
egory.
If you came here to be loved as
a person, I can tell you that you

can find it here. From other points
in your article, it looks like you
have found it.
I will be honest when I say that
I do not know what is expected of
me now. I, along with many oth
ers, feel that I have not treated
you any differently than you have
treated me.
If we have met, then I say hi
in passing. If we have not, then I
don’t. Such is the routine for most
students, homosexual and not.
Do not picture me angry or yell
ing at you in this response. I am
not. I am responding to you the
same way I responded to my dear
est friend that I spoke of in the
begirining: calmly, patiently arid
most importantljgwith love.
Sophia Erzumiah is a senior
at ONU. She can be reached at
serzumia@five, olivet, edu

IThis is my prayer:
that your love may
abound more and
more in knowledge
and depth o f insight, so
that you may be able
to discern what is best
and may be pure and
blameless until the day
o f Christ, filled with the
fruit o f righteousness
that comes through
Jesus Christ — to the
glory and praise o f
God.’ (Phil, l: 9-11)

►JORDAN BERCREN
Contributing Writer

In the previous issue of the GlimmerGlass, an article was pub
lished raising talk among the stu
dent body concerning the issue of
homosexuality. Even among our
generation, this is a hot topic that
the western church will no longer
be able to be-silent about.
I am thankful that we can have
open dialogue about this topic in i
stead of shoving it under the rug,
because in reality many people are
afraid to talk about it. Jessica, I am
glad you were willing to write this
article. I want to start off by ex
pressing my heart for this issue.
- If you are struggling with same
sex attraction or a practicing ho
mosexual, I want say that if any
one has hurt you, abused you, or
made fun of you, I want you to
know that Jesus Christ has not and
will never do that to you. No mat
ter what you have done, you are
His prized possession.
Often we take the abuse we
have received from people—even
those that are supposed to support
us—and we either blatantly of
subconsciously think God will do
just the same. I want you to know
that is a lie from the pit of hell. For
the trampled person, it is actually,
easier to view God that waty.
To view God rightfully, as a
Father who will not abandon the
struggling, would mean taking
a leap of faith. Thifieap of faith
means putting «tour vulnerable
heart out on the line, a heart with
a history of being trampled. Our
fatherless generation desperately
needs to hear the loving truth of
the heavenly Father. God loves
you.
On another note, the truth that
the Father loves w ou does not
mean He tolerates every behavior.
In fact, to tolerate corrupt behavior
is to not love at all. If a child asks
his father, “Daddy, can I touch the
stove?” the father who has any
ounce of care or love for that boy
will immediately tell his son, “No!
You will bum yourself.”
We have smudged the lines and
distorted what it means to love.
Telling those who struggle with
same sex attraction that living in
a homosexual lifestyle is okay,
and that it is the way God wants
one to live, is not love at all. Any
relationship or marriage outside
of God’s intention leads to pain
and bondage in the end. It is not
God’s purpose for anyone to live
that way.
Too often, people have used
Pharisaical, judgmental mistreat
ment as a platform to make living

in compromise valid. This mis
treatment should certainly not be
ignored, and God will righteously
judge the oppressor. At the same
time, the liberating truth in God’s
word cannot be compromised.
In an article found at www.
exodusintemational.org, a website
for a ministry that reaches out to
those who are sexually broken,
Andy Comisky writes, “Jesus
came to save sinful people like us.
Let us not forsake the truth of that
Bin and brokenness for anyone’s
agenda. The mercy is too good,
its power to transform too real to
squander by placating deceived
ones. Extending the mercy that
disciplines is our good news, the
whole Gospel that Jesus has en
trusted to us.”
I asked a local youth pastor who
struggled with same sex attraction
for ten years what he would say
to encourage those who are strag
gling with this very issue, or even
just sexual brokenness in general.
His response was, “Do not give
up. There is freedom, and there
is mercy in the fullest sense. The
power of freedom lies in learn
ing the Lord loves and likes you
even in this straggle. God fights
for your freedom even more than
you do. God loves you too much
to let you stay and live in that. It
only leads to more brokenness and
more pain; what good father would
want despair for his children?”
After dialoguing a little bit
more about the issue, he said, “To
say that homosexuality is a part of
the will of God is a complete as
sault on my testimony of freedom.
I take it offensively and I know
many others who would as well.”
I had never looked at it in that
light before. I do not have a tes
timony where God has brought
me out of homosexuality, but to
those who do, to say God did not
want them to break from that in
the first place robs them of their
testimony.
As a brother in Christ, I want
to echo the words of Comisky,
leader of Exodus International,
who wrote, “I encourage you to
reclaim the reality that all are sex*
ually broken and all are in need of
the grace that abounds,”'
I do not claim to have it all to
gether. I am a sexually broken
person just as the next guy or girl.*
. My heart is to see ft campus de
claring the truth and kindness of
God because the truth will set us
free (John 8:32), and his kindness
will lead us to repentance (Ro
mans 2:4).
• Jordan Bergren is the VP for
Spiritual Life. He can be reached
atjbergren@live.olivet.edu

Students care about more than dancing
►ERINN PROEHL
Contributing Writer

Not too long ago, all of the Stu
dent Body Presidential Candidates
focused their speeches on the re
cent ‘buzz’ on campus. Dancing
is a highly discussed issue in the
ASC realm, and steps have been
taken in the foundational stage to
have Olivet’s first dance. Voices
have been heard and actions are
being taken. But I think we should
ask ourselves one question: should
dancing have been the most talked
about issue during the speeches?
With issues such as student
expenses, tuition, food quality,

student events, dormitory renoval
tions, parking situations and the
need to get more common student
representation in decisions and
administration, why are we talk
ing about dancing?
In no way am I trying to bash the
three candidates, because I know
them each personalty and respect
them greatly. Nor am I bashing
Olivet. I know that the majority of
students here love Olivet and what
it stands for, but there is always
room for improvement.
I feel that is exactly what the
Student Body President should
provide: Improvement. The Stu
dent Body President is in a posi

tion that can potentially lead us to
new heights. He and ASC are giv
en a special opportunity, and that
is to be the voice of all students.
I trust that with this new election
and the new executives, we will
be able to go beyond the content
of the speeches and focus on more
crucial things than dancing.
The Olivet administration has
always been open to listening to
its students and is willing to help
in any way possible. Instead of fo
cusing on issues that are beyond
their control (meaning the Nazarene Doctrinal issue'of dancing)^
why not voice our opinions in
some of the issues that will be eas

ier to find middle ground on? Top
ics such as tuition and parking sit
uations cannot be left unaddressed
by students for too much longer,
as then it could be too late.
I understand and have faith that
these issues will be resolved by
the A-Team.p know that the reso
lution will be in the best interest
of the University and its students!
but why should we sit back and
not take part in the decisions when
we are invited to do so? The array
of topics that the speeches could
have been on is endless.. I hope to
see these issues adopted by ASC
and hope that dancing does not
stay in the spotlight long enough

to crowd out important issues.
Congratulations to Kyle Lowry
and alBof the ASC Executives.
I thank you for your dedication
and passion to serve your student
body. I do not believe I am speak
ing alone when I ask that you
take the issues fnentioned above
into consideration. I ask that you
please not focus on this one issue
when there are many issues to be
resolved and improved. We, as a
student body, are ready to be lead
to new heights and think that your
positions might help us get there.
• Erinn Proehl is a sophomore. He
can be reached at eproehl@live.
olivet.edu.

►ANDREW KRIZ
awkriz@live.olivet.edu

Olivet Nazarene University’s
Proclamation Gospel Choir will
be releasing their first full-length
CD, “Proclaim!!? as part of the
ONU Presents series, and it will
be available for students to pur
chase on April 16.
Proclamation Gospel Choir, or
simply just Gospel Choir, initially
started as a student-led program
in 2002 and has since exploded
into a sensation at Olivet, draw-^
ing in large crowds with each
performance. Not only does the
choir headline their own concerts
and midwest tours from church to
church, they also perform for stu
dents every now and then during
chapel. They now have produced
a CD to put an exclamation mark
at the end of their first decade,
culminating songs that many from
each generation and background
have come to love.
ONU’s Gospel Choir is current
ly composed of approximately 70
students, all of whom are featured
throughout the album.
To display the talents of the
choir and its members, the CD
will feature and showcase a vari
ety of 10 popular and well-known
gospel songs in all, including the
gospel hit “Ride on King Jesus.”
“This release is a huge accom

plishment for us, considering how
young the program isp Jasper
Taylor, director of the choir, said.
Taylor added that the process
was relatively quick, considering
how much work and resources
were involved. He attributed the
streamlined recording process to
the group having sung the pieces
before. The familiarity of each
song allowed the students to per-!
form with ease and confidence,
which helped eliminate a normal-i
ly vast number of takes that have
to be recorded for each part of the
featured songs.
^¿Sln all, the production took
around a month. After the record
ing was done, everything else went
by really quick,” he said. “There
was not much editing involved ...
everyone sounded great.?
Taylor mentioned that at the
spring concert on April 2, students
will be able to pre-order the “Proclaim i^CD and “possibly hear
some of the songs;?This will givestudents a chance to notice the
hardwork that Gospel Choir has
put into the CD, as well as secure
their own copy before the official
release date.
The spring concert is titled “A
Tribute to Gospel Legends” and
will be held in Kresge Auditorium
at 7 p.m. on April 2. CD’s can be
pre-ordered before and after the
performance.

ONU’s Proclamation Gospel Choir will be releasing a full-length CD on April 16 for
students, faculty, and staff to purchase. The CD can be pre-ordered, however, on
April 2 at the spring concert in Kresge Auditorium.

Show choir gives
firs t performance
After weeks of practicing
songs, lines, and danee moves, the
agibsonl@ live.olivet.edu
Clefhangers performed to a full
auditorium. Many who attended
Olivet’s new show choir, “the were happy to see something a bit
Clefhangers,’» debuted their tal different from the usual.
ents for students, faculty, and staff
Junior Krista Skelton was sur
on March 24 at 7 and 9 p.m. in prised at how the show began.
Kresge Auditorium.
“I wasn’t sure whether to laugh
at first,” Skelton said. “I definite
ly saw how awesome they were,s
though^S
“The Blefhangers” took the
stage singing songs such as War
ren Barfield’s “Love is not a
Fight,” and “I’m a Believer” by
the Monkees.
Skelton noted that she liked
a particular rendition originally
performed by pop singer Jordin
Sparks.
| | | l loved ‘Battlefield.’ It was re
ally entertaining,” she said.
Sophomore Rachel Kearney
agreed, saying that watching the
performers was the most enter
taining.
Junior Sarah Zelhart also agreed
that the performers really kept the
audience’s attention.
“You couldn’t take your eyes
off of them,” she noted.
While the show did not last
long, Skelton and Zelhart found
themselves both wanting more.
“I wanted to see more songs,
maybe
five or six,” Zelhart men
PHOTO BY LUVERTA REAMES
tioned.
Skelton agreed, saying she
Members of the show
wants to attend the next perfor
choir, “The Clefhangers,”
have been practicing dance mance to see what else the show
choir will come up with.
routines and songs for
“I wanted more [this show], so I
weeks in preparation for
the debut performance on will definitely be at the next one,”
she said.
March 24.
►ALY GIBSON

The new “Wolverine” movie will be filming some scenes on ONU’s campus beginning
in September. Students will be able to see actor Hugh Jackman act out crucial parts.

‘Wolverine’ to be filmed at ONU
filming of him studying in the li
brary, eating in Ludwig and hang
mramsay@live.olivet.edu
ing out in his Chapman Hall dorm
room.
“The point in this part of the
Wolverine will be slashing his way
across campus next year as part of film is to show how Logan tried to
filming for the next ‘Wolverine’’ be normal and fit in society,” Jackman said. “It’s important that we
installment.
The back-story of Wolverine involve the students here, and I’m
includes his freshman year of col excited to meet everyone.” ■To get a truely distinctive 01-*
lege at none other than Olivet, ac
cording to screenplay writer Chris ivet experience for the moviej
topher McQuarri. He dropped out Jackman said he will participate as
after one year because his claws Wolverine in Ollies Follies events
violated Olivet’s zero tolerance while cameras roll. He will take
part in one event with each class to
weapons policy.
With filming to begin in Sep make the competition fair. Classes
tember, students will have the op who get 4© include him in tug-oportunity to be part of the movie war or the eating contest should
by playing the best role they know anticipate a pleasing result j
For the variety show, Jackman
how: students. Cameras will fol
low actor Hugh Jackman around will sing and dance in one final
campus as he portrays nineteen- performance with the winning
year-old Logan living as a student class that will be featured in the
movie.
at Olivet.
“As a Tony award winner, ev
Students should expect to see
►MEACAN RAMSAY

eryone Bin sure wiBgreally step up
their game for the chance to per
form with him,” sophomore class!
president Jameson Forshee said.
Wolverine will also be featured
in Mr. ONU. Jackman said his
talent has not yet been decided,
but options include woodcarving,
butchery and knife sharpening.
The plot thickens when Wol
verine’s roommate becomes jeal-|
ous of his popularity and talents.
Wanting to end his days of good
fortune, he reports that Wolverine
attacked him during a stressful
study session for finals. Wolverine
is asked to leave Olivet in compli
ance with the weaponry rule.
Jackman said he feels Olivet
will make this Wolverine install
ment the best yet.
“The character real lyahad the
time of his life at this school. De
spite the misunderstanding that
forced him to leave, he really be
lieved he belonged here.”
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Both genders took part in displaying popular and fresh fashions during the FACS
Fashion Night Out on March 26. Freshman Raynaldo Keys (left) fist pumps down
the runway, while a model stands in the spotlight (right)»

Fashion show upgrades
impress larger crowds
►TYE TAYLOR
ttaylor4@live.olivet.edu

From the upgraded 'lenue and
runway to the high expectation
of large numbers attending, this
year’s FACS Fashion Night Out
on March 26 at 7:30 p.m. brought
expansion to an event that has
been a fun stapp on campus for
years.

Senior Jacob Barse
models Western clothing.

Past shows were normally held
in Wisner Auditorium, which of
ten led to limited seating and over
crowding problems. The original
venue also lacked an adequate
stage and runway for the mod
els to display the outfits for each
category. This year, however, the
event was moved to Chalfant Hall,
which provided more than enough
seating and a. more professional
fashion-show look. Not only did
this improve audience attendance®;
but' it also presented' the night’s
models and the featured fashions
in a new and exciting way.
- “I was happy to see the beauti
ful models,” freshman Mike Wil
liams said. “They wore dresses
that were nice and appropriate.’!
FACS, a senior-run group thal
showcases new fashions from
stores around the Bourbonnais
area as well as Orland Park, 111.1
hosted the event with seniors
Brandi Meyers and Zipporah Kapambwe as co-hosts. The fashion
show has been an annual event on
campus for over 20 years, each
one bringing in new and fresh
fashions from area stores.
Another change added to the

show this year was outfits and
pieces designed by ONU students,
which highlighted the Multi fpHjj
nic Relations.Club, or M.E.R.C.
New props were also incorpo
rated into this year’s show.
A 25-foot runway was used for
the models as well as an all-white
background that silhouetted the
model”# profiles before they ap
peared on stage, an effect used
most often in high fashion run
way shows for the popular fash
ion weeks in New York, Paris arid
Milan.
Senior participant Sophia^rzumiah shared her thoughts about
this year’s show.
“With a new setting for this
year’s fashion show, it’s ... the
best one ever put together,” she
said.
According to audience partici
pation and cheering, the show did
not disappoint. Many students ata
tended and found the new effects
and added features to be a big rea
son for them to return next year.
Junior Anna Cooke relayed her
enjoyment of the spectacle.
H r t was the greatest fashion A model shows off a featured outfit during Saturday’s
annual fashion show in Chalfant Hall.
show ¡Be seen,” she said.

Cast begins countdown to showtime
►GJ FRYE
mgfrye@live.olivet.edu

Every year, Green Room, the
theatre club on campus, presents
a student-led spring play for the
rest of the university, even com
munity visitors, to enjoy. But
this year something else is added
to the mix.
Number’s Down, directed by
senior Merrick Robison, is an
adapted, slightly more musical
version of something that has
deeper roots in the church.
Robison explains the play and
why he chose to take on the role
of director for the spring produc
tion.
“It is an adapted script from
the morality play, Everyman,”
Robison said. “The adaptation
and performance of the show is
actually my Honors Project, to

fulfill the Capstone Research re
quirements as a part of the first
cohort of the recently established
Honors Program at Olivet.”
The play will feature junior
Brent Brooks as Chris, a man who
is called to judgment by God. It
will chronicle the journey Chris
takes from the time he dies to the
time he must face God, when he
actually enters his grave; the plot
follows the basic structure in the
original morality play. However,
it will have different content to re
late better to the student audience.
Robison explains, “My hope is
that audiences will find the eter
nal truths in the play through a
refreshing and contemporary set
ting.”
Part of the plan to make it more
relatable is the innovative way
Robison is staging the show.
“The audience will be placed

in a seating arrangement that will
actually be on the stage with the
actors, creating a more intimate
environment, drawing the audi
ence in close to the action,” Ro
bison said.
This will mean a different kind
of experience for anyone who de
cides to attend the performances
in Kresge Auditorium on Apr. 7
and 8 at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m. and Ap'r.
9 at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.
The cast also includes seniors
Alex Green, Zarah Miller, fresh
men Cameron Carpenter, Chantelle Chamberlain, Alicia Wil
liams, and sophomore Ashley
Raffauf. Robison is also assisted
by Ben Moore and freshman Jen
ny Ward in preparation for this
event.
“It is an exciting event to be a
part of and I hope many will enjoy
it,” Robison said.

Junior Brent Brooks rehearses his lines for the
character Chris in the spring play “Numbers Down.”
The musical adaption follows Chris through his death
to the time that he comes face to face with God.

Cubs offer advice to
ONU baseball team
►JO EL KLINE
Contributing Writèr

hen the Olivet baseball
team travelled to Phoe
nix over spring break,
they were expecting the warm
weather and dry soil. What they
were not expecting was. a surprise
visit from another Chicagoland
baseball team that whs in the area
«the Chicago Cubs.
“It was probably the best mo
ment of my life,” said redshirt
sophomore catcher David MitrofF^
a Cubs fan. “They had soipe really
good advice.”
Members of Olivet’s squad
said that some of the Cubs’ ,key
players, including pitcher Ryan
Dempster and outfielders Kosuke
Fukudome and Alfonso Soriano^
visited one of their practices early
in the week. They offered advice
that ranged from how to choke in
big games to avoid the playoffs to
how to blame a scapegoat.
“The whole idea of a scapegoat
was particularly fascinating to
me,” Mitroff said. “I don’t think
we’ve even ever let a goat come
into Snowbarger, so I think it’d
work for us too if we’re ever in a
tight spot.”l l
Other players thought the Cubs
offered some other good tips as
well.
“I thought Soriano had some
real insight on how to get a lot of
money without playing particular
ly w e lll said sophomore catcher
Alex Cavendar, also a Cubs fan.
Junior pitcher Tyler Shore was
particularly excited to speak with
the players.
“To say that they’re my favor
ite team would be an understate
ment,” he said. “I hung on every

W

Head softball coach Ritchie Richardson directs his
team from third base during a game March 30.

Softball coach reaches
milestone with 700 wins
►DAVID PARKER
dparker2@live.olivet.edu

Teammates Adrian Perez (left) and Kevin Lasowski
(13) discuss what they thought about the Chicago Cubs’
visit during one of their practices in Arizona.
word they said. There might have
been even a little drool trickling
out of my mouth.”
But not every player shared
Shore’s enthusiasm.
“They’re so terrible,* said
sophomore infielder Ryan Kern, a
St. Louis Cardinals’ fan. “I tuned

them out the whole time and day
dreamed about egging their cars.”
But no matter their views on the
Cubs, the Tigers’ season goes on.
They stand at 14-12 and will host
Robert Morris next Tuesday in a
doubleheader that begins at 1:30
p.m.

ONU softball coach Ritchie Rich
ardson cemented another career
milestpne when he won his 700th
career game on March 10 after
defeating Jamestown University
(N.D.) 10-1.
“I’m just happy to have had so
many great players and assistant
coaches over the years,” Richard
son said|4‘It just seems strange
that it’s credited to one person.”
Richardson’s all-time record
now stands at 710-264, with an
outstanding .729 winning percent
age.
He first becamo Olivet’s head
coach in 1995. Since then, he
has been very successful, win
ning eight Chicagoland Collegiate
Athletic Conference (CCAC) reg
ular-season championships, nine
CCAC Tournament champion
ships, and five National Athletic
Intercollegiate Association Re
gional titles.
He was rewarded for these
achievements in 2005, when he
was inducted into the CCAC Hall
of Fame.

But in his mind, any of his in
dividual awards are nothing com
pared to his teams’ accomplish
ments. When asked about his
favorite memories from his fifteen
years at Olivet, he spoke about his
teams’ success.
“Anytime you’re able to com
pete in a national tournament [is
a big accomplishment],” he said.
“We’ve been able to go to the
NAIA World Series six times, and
we’ve won the NCCAA national
championship five times, so those
have been great moments for our
team.”
The Lady Tigers are working to
have some of those great moments
this season. In the first regular
NAIA season poll that came out
March 22, the team was ranked
20. As of March 26, the team was
27-7 with less than half of the reg
ular season left.
This weekend they will host
their second tournament of the
season. On both Friday and Satur
day, the Lady Tigers will play at 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. against St. Xavier
University (111.), McKendree Uni
versity (111,)* Robert Morris Uni
versity (111.), and Bethel Univer
sity (Ind.).

its is good enough - goodbyi
►RACHEL KEARNEY
rkearney@live.oUvet.edu

With his basketball-playing days
behind him, senior Cory Hainlen
is turning in his jersey for a bad
minton racket.
The 6’6 Bloomington, 111. native
announced Wednesday evening
that he would be dropping out of
school a month before his gradua
tion to follow his lifelong goal of
playing professional badminton.
“I’ve had enough,” Hainlen said.
“I was only in school to play bas
ketball. Now that it’s over, there’s
really no point for me to stay.”
Hainlen added that because he
will be making money playing
badminton professionally, there
was no need for him to finish get
ting his accounting degree.
“I’ve already been getting calls
from the NBL (National Badmin
ton League). They want me to
come asap to try out,” he said. “I
plan on leaving this weekend.”
While Hainlen is excited to be
done with college, several of his
friends and teammates had differ
ent thoughts.
“There’s no doubt that badmin
ton is Cory’s sport,” redshirt ju
nior Antonio Marshall said. “He’s

going to be really successful with
it. But it’s going to be hard for me
• without him next year regardless,
and it’s worse now that he’s leav-.
ing a month early.'
Junior Jake Hasselbring agreed.
“I wish Cory wasn’t leaving
now, but I understand why he is,”
Hasselbring said. “I’ve had. bad
minton lessons before, and I know
Cory’s talent. Everything from his
athleticism to his badminton IQ is
just plain ridiculous.’f e
Growing up, Hainlen said he
practiced his badminton funda
mentals “literally every day.” His
parents even bought a badminton
net and marked out a court for him
in their backyard. And while bad
minton matches were not televised
very often, Hainlen made sure to
watch them every time they were
on, even if it meant getting up at 3
a.m. to watch a match in China.
“I made sure my parents taped
the televised matches,” Hainlen
sa id ^ ‘I watched them over and
over, taking notes on what the
players did right and what they
did wrong, practicing what I
learned.”
As he got older, Hainlen com
peted in badminton tournaments.
Out of the hundreds of matches he

has played, he only lost five times
but still remembers the disappoint
ment he felt each time.
It was this competitive attitude
along with his skill that attracted
him to the NBL.
“They actually wanted me to
join their collegiate league when
I graduated high school," Hain
len said. “There wasn’t really
any monetary profit in it for me
though. [Basketball head coach
Ralph] Hodge had already offered
me a scholarship to play at Olivet,
and that seemed more beneficial
to me.”
But while Hainlen chose to play
basketball, he continued to prac
tice badminton nearly everyday
at Olivet, even when he was near
exhaustion from his basketball
workouts.
Now his hard work is paying
off.
“I am so excited for what lies
ahead,” Hainlen said. “I’m hon
estly living the dream.” .
Hainlen would like to express
special thanks to the whole bad
minton community for giving him
the opportunity to play, his high
school physical education teacher
for pushing him, and his friends
for not laughing at his aspirations.

Cory Hainlen practices badminton almost everyday
while at Olivet, sometimes even improvising when he
does not have access to a badminton court.

shall we say, motivated.”
Halbach allegedly went to the
bkosek@live.olivet.edu
sidelines during one of the tim
eouts and had a few words with
The quidditch club at Olivet was Baig.' With escalating tempers,
forced to cancel matches indefi- Halbach began yelling at Baig,
' Tjitely after a player barraged a fan telling him to leave. When Baig
on Tuesday, March 29. The good declined, Halbach shoved him to
news? Public Safety’s reputation the ground.
Baig quickly regained compo
grows as yet another one of their
fine young men thwarts a dicey sure, casting a spell and starting
an all-out brawl. Halbach retali
situation.
Senior Ali Baig was watching a ated, swinging his broom violent
match between two of the Olivet ly at Baig, drawing blood and the
teams, the Sly Salamanders and attention of the players and audi
the Worthy Weasels, when player ence members. “Chris tends to be one of the
Chris Halbach, sophomore, alleg
more physical players on the field,
edly attacked him.
Junior Nick Smithers, the seek so I wasn’t totally surprised when
er for the Weasels, claims he was he started the fight,” Smithers
being heckled .by Baig for half the said.Sl really expected more out
game before teammate Halbach of him than using the equipment
as a weapon though.”
decided to take action.
Luckily, an off-duty Public
“The guy wouldn’t leave me
alone,” Smithers said. “He kept Safety officer, Gary Lewis, was
chanting weird stuff, pointing a also nearby watching the game.
stick at me and wouldn’t stop star He was seen as the hero of the day#
risking all to singlehandedly break
ing at me the whole gameJHl
Baig felt he was only participat up the fight.
SP|‘I saw the argument taking place
ing.
~ ;‘I was really enjoying game and the action growing. Since my
since they were being really com rigorous Public Safety training, I
petitive. The two seekers were am especially keen to pick up on
especially exciting to watch, chas unfriendly body language, it was
ing after that guy with the yellow easy to spot the frustration and
sock attached to his person,” Baig hostility that was occurring be
said. “Did I yell at them? Sure, but tween the two before the fight ac
I didn’t think it was out of context. tually broke out. As such, I knew
I was just trying to get them more, ■ it was only a matter of time before
►BRIAN KOSEK

Sophomore Chris Halbach (left) battles senior Ali Baig after Baig harassed him dur
ing a quidditch match on March 29.
someone was going to the hospi
tal, so I tried to exercise control«
in the situation before the two got
completely out of hand.”
Baig suffered only minor cuts
and decided not to press charges
against his offender. Halbach
Will be going before the student
Tribunal to assess whether or not
a harsheçl punishment should be
served, however.
Athletic Director Gary News
ome ruled on Wednesday that

the quidditch club would be put incident,Hhe said. “However, we
on probation for-the rest of the will press on. We will continue
semester, with a hearing in the ffighting for the adoption of our
fall semester 2012 to determine program, especially because the
its adoption into the Intramural [International Quiddifch Associa
tion] just started looking into get
Sports progfam at Olivet.
Senior Wilber Vonwagoner, ting motorized brooms, and we’re
head of the quidditch club, was definitely not going to miss.out on
'disappointed when he heard the that!”
Lewis will be awarded a medal
news. He expressed determination
regardless of the outcome though. for outstanding performance in
“It’s really a shame that quid a ceremony, taking place at 4:30
ditch got a bad rap because of this p.m. on April 1 at Fortin Villa.

Marshall and Hainlen
join 1,000 point club
►MEACAN RAMSAY
mramsayl@ live.olivet.edu

Before this year, only 35 men’s
basketball players had scored over
1,000 points in their four years at
Olivet. Two more were added to
the exclusive club this year.
It was never a goal for senior
guard Cory Hainlen or junior
point guard Antonio Marshall to
score 1,000 points during their
time on Olivet’«' basketball team.
It was viewed more as an oppor
tunity that maybe they would be
lucky enough to get.
- “It’s, something that people
would love to achieve, and I
knew playing four years here that
I would get a chance,” Marshall
said. “I was looking forward to the
opportunity.”
Hainlen had never even thought
about achieving it until he discov
ered he was only eighteen points
away. He reached 1,000 during the
•Tigers’ 81-76 victory over NCAA
Division 1 Chicago State Univer
sity.
“I Was excited that I was able to
reach that career accomplishment.
I was even more excited to reach
that milestone in a game against a
Division 1 opponent,” he said. “I
was pretty pumped about it.”
Marshall’s achievement is one
he said could not have been done
without being part of good teams
over the last three years. As a
point guard, it is a tribute to his
team and coaches who found him
opportunities to score.

The Athletic Department recently announced that
there will be a Euchre team starting in the fall. Try
outs will be April 7 in McHie Arena.

Euchre gets competitive
►TYREZE TAYLOR

ttaylor@live.olivet.edu

Antonio Marshall (24) takes a shot at .NAIA Nationals.
But celebrating was not a pri
ority for him, as he reached 1,000
points during the team’s loss to
Georgetown College at the CCAC
tournament in Kansas City, Mo.
“I was more worried about los
ing the game and losing the seniors
than the achievement,” Marshall

said of the game.
Both teammates believe it is
quite an accomplishment for them
to be part of the 1,000 point club.
- “It’s an exclusive club of play
ers. To be in the same group as
some of Olivet greats is an honor,”
Hainlen said.

For the past several years, the
athletic department has debated
on a new sport coming to Ol
ivet. The discussion was to in
troduce a sport to Olivet’s ath
letic department that will bring
in a different type of competitor,
possessing a strategic mindset
not present in typical athletes.
With proud introduction, the
athletic department brings forth
a new ¿Sport called Euchre,
an American card game that
started in 1835. This is a card
game that includes the strategy
of winning like most sports, but
also requires a lot of mental
strength and extreme talent.
Coach Nathan Brown, Of
fensive Coordinator on ONU’s
football team, was a three-time
Euchre champion at his alma
mater, Mid-America Nazarene
University. “I think this is a

wonderful opportunity as a
former champion to show and
coach young athletes the art
of Euchre,” Brown said. He
will coach the players when
the Euchre season starts in late
August.
Many rumors have already
started to spark. A few students
have already begun a sign-up
sheet in the main athletic of
fice. One person that signed up
was Sophomore Mykul Pear
son who is considering giving
up football to play Euchre next
season.
“I believe this is my true
calling as an athlete: to play
and dominate the NECA (Na
tional Euchre Championship
Association) beginning here at
ONU,” Pearson said.
Tryouts will start on April 7
for this new sport on ONU’s
campus. For more informa
tion, visit the athletic office in
McHie arena.

Miller makes it to the big leagues
comprised of weight lifting, run
ning and ball handling on a daily
eburndam@live.olivet.edu
basis over the past six to eight
months.
But Miller knew that hard work
There are many college athletes
that aspire to go professional in needed to translate onto the field
their sport, but only a small per as well.
“I’ve been told to be first play
centage of those athletes actually
attain a career in their game.
er on the field and the last one to
Fifth-year senior Cory Miller is leave,” Miller said. “It hasn’t been
now one of the fortunate few who easy [to become a professional] - 1
can say that he achieved his child always knew I had to put in more
hood dream of becoming a profes work [than other players] being
someone who competed in the
sional soccer player.
! “I’ve been thinking about be NAIA as opposed to NCAA Divi
coming a professional player since sion 1.”
One of the people who watched
nine years old - it still hasn’t sunk
Miller work hard over the years
in yet,” Miller said.
Upon graduation in May, Miller was varsity soccer coach Justin
will be Olivet’s first graduate to Crew. Crew coached Miller all
ever realize professional status in four years he played soccer for
Olivet.
soccer.
“I am so proud of Coryffl Crew
Miller will compete in the North
American Soccer League (NASL) said. “I remember him as an im
for the Carolina RailHawks. The mature 18-year-old, and to see
team is based in Cary, North Caro him now is amazing. I am so ex
lina. New signee Miller will meet cited to follow his. career and see
where he goes.”
up with the team in late April.
Crew also commented on the
During spring break Miller
travelled to Cary where he under-e drive and desire Miller possesses.
went a 10-day trial in which he He stated Miller was willing to go
was evaluated by the RailHawks the extra mile to improve his game
and become a better player.
coaching staff.
“Cory is passionate, persistent
“The trial started on a Friday
and ended the following Sunday;’’ and extremely hard working,” he
Miller said. “The team’s training added.
Crew said Miller would bring
sessions were very intense.”
But the 22-year-old athletic athleticism, character off the field,
training major is no stranger to in passion on the field and a great
tense workouts. Miller explained overall personality to his new
that he did workouts that were team.
► EUGENE BURNDAM

Cory Miller (right) goes for the ball during the CCAC Championship game of his
senior year in November 2009. A year and a half later, Miller, now a fifth-year se
nior made the Carolina RailHawks, a professional soccer team based in Cary, North
Carolina.
Miller said lie is excited to meet
up with the RailHawks and begin
practicing in their training com
plex.
“[The RailHawks] have some
of the best facilities in the nation,”
Miller said. “They have ten fields
and all of them [are] perfect. The

organization is perfect. It’s the
best situation I could have gotten
at this level.”
Crew is hopeful for Miller’s fu
ture as well.
“If Cory continues to put in the
work and pay attention to details,
the sky is the limit for him,” Crew

said of his former star.
Cory would like to give a spe
cial thanks to senior Joel Kline,
junior Micah Gerhart, varsity
coach Crew as well as friends and
family who have supported and
prayed for him throughout his
time at Olivet.

Who’s gonna
win the ‘ship?

Chelsea Hays, sophomore
“Kentucky - they are going to
win, because I said so.”

Chris Hammett, senior
“ Butler - they’re awesome, and
; they are from Indianapolis.”

gl Danielle Pipai, junior
____

‘VCU « they have the best

